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1.  In the 1980s, he wrote, directed and co-produced the Family Dog episode of Amazing Stories and co-wrote the screenplay for the film *batteries not included.  He finished his first animated film at the age of 13 and later worked at Disney, but left after working on The Fox and the Hound.  His first major break came in 1999 when he directed the critically acclaimed The Iron Giant; he followed that up with a film that won the 2005 Academy Award for Best Animated Film.  FTP, identify this director of The Incredibles and Ratatouille.
ANSWER: Brad Bird

2. One of his first sitcom starring roles was as a blind professor in the short-lived Mr. Sunshine.  More recently he voiced George Washington in an episode of the podcast The Radio Adventures of Dr. Floyd and King Neptune in The Spongebob Squarepants Movie, and appeared as Dr. Potts in Girl, Interrupted.  While his most recent effort opposite John Lithgow in Twenty Good Years wasn’t well received, he remains well known for a pair of roles in critically acclaimed sitcoms.  FTP, identify this actor, who played Hank Kingsley on The Larry Sanders Show and George Bluth, Sr. on Arrested Development.
ANSWER: Jeffrey Tambor

3. This album’s working title was “Working Title” and its iconic cover featured Kate Murtagh smiling into an airplane window.  The album mostly abandoned the group’s art rock past, although the extended closer “Child of Vision” and “Gone Hollywood” featured prog flourishes.  Outselling its predecessor, Even in the Quietest Moments…, by over sixteen million copies, its title track has regained popularity recently by  being co-opted into the Gym Class Heroes song “Cupid’s Chokehold.”  Featuring hit singles “Goodbye Stranger,” “The Logical Song,” and “Take the Long Way Home,” FTP identify this most famous album by Supertramp.
ANSWER: Breakfast in America

4. On April 24, 2007, he was named a Senior Advisor to the Swedish Ice Hockey Association.  He had a distinguished career with the St. Lawrence University Skating Saints but is better known as a coach who began his career with the Philadelphia Flyers and led that team to the Stanley Cup Finals in his third year.  Unceremoniously let go by Philly a year later, he later coached Chicago, Vancouver, St. Louis, Boston, and Florida, and led the New York Rangers to the 1994 Stanley Cup, but his teams haven’t made the playoffs since 1998.  FTP, identify this current controversial coach of the Calgary Flames whose nickname is “Iron Mike.”
ANSWER: Mike Keenan

5.   It was used to make the first Homestar Runner cartoon, and in WarioWare: Touched a remix of its main theme can be heard if you listed to the record player souvenir for long enough.  Clicking on each of the letters on its title screen causes a different action, such as a change in the music or background or Yoshi running across the screen.  Packaged with the Super Mouse, it allowed the user to create pictures, animation, and music, and featured a “Coffee Break” function which allowed you to use the mouse to attack speedy gnats.  FTP, identify this SNES program, a Nintendo version of a popular Microsoft program.
ANSWER: Mario Paint

6. This band was formed when Gordon McRory placed an ad in Sound Recorder for fellow musicians “looking to conquer the world.”  They played their first gig in March 2005 and released a self-titled EP a year later featuring the tracks “Creeping up the Backstairs” and “The Gutterati?”, and their single “Chelsea Dagger” has been extensively used in ad campaigns and at sporting events all over Britain.  Other singles from their album include “Henrietta,” “Whistle for the Choir,” and “Flathead,” famous in the US for its use in an iPod commercial.  FTP, identify this band behind the hit 2006 album Costello Music.
ANSWER: The Fratellis

7. He had to overcome ostreochondritis on his way to winning the 1992 National Junior titles in both singles and doubles and joined the pro tour in 1993.  In 1995, he became the first player to be disqualified from Wimbledon when he angrily threw a ball and inadvertently hit a ball girl in the head.  His highest ranking was Number 4 in August 2002 but he has never won a grand slam despite appearing in six finals. FTP, identify this tennis star, the first English player since Roger Taylor to make it to the Wimbledon finals.
ANSWER: Tim Henman

8. This team played in Nippert Stadium for its first two seasons before joining the NFL in the AFL-NFL Merger of 1970.  This team’s only Hall of Fame member is offensive tackle Anthony Munoz, who played for the team from 1980-1992 and played in both of team’s Super Bowl appearances to date.  This team’s mascot is “Who Dey” and two important innovations to football can be traced to them: former assistant coach Bill Walsh’s “West Coast Offense” and the Ickey Shuffle.  Playing their home games in Paul Brown Stadium, FTP, identify this NFL team coached by Marvin Lewis and featuring Chad Johnson and Carson Palmer.
ANSWER: Cincinnati and/or Bengals

9. In the Hungarian version of his series, he was renamed Jockey, and Sir Mix-a-Lot compared himself to this man in the song Posse on Broadway.  The show’s directors required the actor who portrayed him to comb his eyebrows upwards to instill a subconscious hatred of him in viewers.  The archrival of Cliff Barnes, he was married to Sue-Ellen and later to Callie and shot to popular consciousness after the episode “A House Divided” led everyone in the country to wonder who shot him.  FTP, identify this Larry Hagman character on Dallas.
ANSWER:  J.R. Ewing

10. Their commercials often feature T.J. Jagodowski and Peter Grosz, who also appeared together in the film Stranger than Fiction.  This company’s first restaurant was originally called Top Hat, but changed its name after an intercom system was installed to reflect the increased speed at which customers could receive their food.  Known for such offerings as Strawberry Limeade, the Brown Bag Special, and Coney Dogs, FTP identify this fast food chain which increasingly offers sit-down dining as an alternative to its drive-in service.
ANSWER: Sonic Drive-In

11. Early jobs included naming ice cream flavors for Baskin-Robbins and work as a joke writer for Robert F. Kennedy.  He was nominated for a 1982 Tony Award for writing The First, a play about Jackie Robinson, and wrote the book Lessons for Dylan for his son in 1997 after being diagnosed with colon cancer.  He created a new style of film review in his work for WCBS News in the early 1980s, interspersing clips from the film being discussed with his commentary.  FTP, identify this longtime Good Morning America film critic who died in June 2007.
ANSWER: Joel Siegel

12. In 1998 she contributed two covers to the Pleasantville soundtrack and in 2002 was Grammy- nominated for a cover of “Bridge Over Troubled Water” with Johnny Cash.  Later this year she will tour with Nickel Creek in support of her most recent effort, Extraordinary Machine.  Her second album’s title earned her an entry in the Guinness Book of World Records and featured the singles “Fast as You Can” and “Limp.”  Her most popular and acclaimed album, “Tidal,” was released when she was 18 and featured the single “Shadowboxer.”  FTP, identify this singer-songwriter who catapulted to fame in 1996 with her controversial video for “Criminal.”
ANSWER: Fiona Apple

13. His next film will be Antichrist, a horror film set in a world created by Satan, and in 1990 he directed the video for Laid Back’s song “Bakerman.”  His only Oscar nomination to date came from co-writing the song “I’ve Seen it All,” although he directed the Cannes Grand Prix winning Breaking the Waves which features an Oscar nominated performance by Emily Watson.  He has created several film trilogies, including the Europe trilogy, the Golden Heart trilogy, and the USA trilogy, featuring Dogville and Manderlay, and his most recent film is the workplace comedy The Boss of it All.  FTP, identify this Danish filmmaker behind Dancer in the Dark, a proponent of the Dogma 95 filmmaking movement.
ANSWER: Lars von Trier

14. WARNING: TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED,  FIRST AND LAST NAMES REQUIRED.  The first player was highly touted out of St. Raymond’s High School and bounced back to help his school to the 2006 Elite Eight after he suffered a graphic eye injury in the Big East tournament.  He went undrafted and was signed by Boston in July 2006.  The other player was traded for Stephon Marbury on draft night 1996 and spent six seasons in Milwaukee before being traded to Seattle, where he cemented his reputation as one of the league’s best outside shooters.  FTP, identify these similarly named players who became teammates on the Boston Celtics in 2007, one a former Villanova standout and the other a former UConn star who starred as Jesus Shuttlesworth in He Got Game.
ANSWER: Allan Ray and Ray Allen

15.  His first appearance was in DC Comics Presents #26 in October 1980, and he was portrayed by The Famous Jett Jackson’s Lee Thompson Young on an episode of Smallville.  Voiced by Ernie Hudson on The Super Powers Team: Galactic Guardians,  this character was severely injured by an experiment in multidimensional travel gone awry, most of his body parts were replaced with advanced prosthetics which give him superhuman strength.  FTP, identify this superhero whose real name is Vic Stone, a mentor to the Teen Titans. 
ANSWER: Cyborg (accept Victor Stone before it is read)

16.  The first time it appeared on television it was located between The Torch Room and The Room of the Golden Idols, and it never changed positions throughout the show’s three seasons.  Its central puzzle seemed incredibly easy to viewers but often seemed to confound the contestants: it required players to find (in plain sight) the base, torso, and head of the titular object and assemble it in that order to progress in the game.  FTP, identify this ubiquitous room featured on Legends of the Hidden Temple.
ANSWER: The Shrine of the Silver Monkey

17. Its God is named Barry, its official flower is Roger the Turnip, and its motto is “Are you going to finish that sandwich?”  In ancient times, huge creatures who looked like “a cross between a dinosaur and an insurance salesman” roamed the land on this planet, on which seafood are incorporated into all sports, such as Bouilabaseball.  Located at six parsecs past the Hydra-Centarus Supercluster, the first television broadcast on it was a fifteen minute shot of Elmo Shumway flossing his teeth with a trout. Cats are a delicacy on, FTP, this planet, whose only surviving natives are Skip, Rhonda, and Gordon Shumway, also known as ALF.
ANSWER: Melmac

18.  This song was produced by Organized Noize and its video featured Bubba Ho-Tep’s Ella Joyce, rapper Shyheim and future The Amazing Race contestant Paul J. Alessi.  It was released as a single months after “Red Eye Special” and a “Weird Al” Yankovic parody version of it featured Bart Simpson prank calling Moe Szyslak.  The most successful single off of CrazySexyCool, its lyrics deal with drug use, AIDS, and gang violence, and its chorus admonishes the listener to “please stick to the rivers and the lakes that you’re used to.”  FTP, identify this 1995 single from TLC.
ANSWER: “Waterfalls”

19.  The 2006 comedy Unaccompanied Minors was based on a story originally conveyed on this program.  The episode “What I Learned from Television” was a compilation of the show’s 2007 tour, featuring incidental music performed by Mates of State and OK Go.  In March 2007, Showtime began airing a television version of this program, which began on Chicago Public Radio in 1995 and now airs on XM and Sirius Satellite radio as well as being available as a free podcast.  FTP, identify this radio program that helped launch the careers of David Sedaris and Augustine Burroughs and is hosted by Ira Glass.
ANSWER: This American Life

20.  His first cinematic starring role was opposite Shane West in the 2000 teen comedy Whatever It Takes and he was hand-picked by Robert De Niro to portray Joey in City By the Sea.  In 2006, he was featured in Annapolis and Tristan & Isolde, and he had a cameo in Knocked Up which reunited him with Judd Apatow, who gave him his first break in television.  An Emmy-nominee for 2001’s made-for-TV James Dean film, he has played his most famous role in three blockbusters this decade, although his death at the end of the most recent installment casts his future in the series in doubt.  FTP, identify this actor who portrayed Daniel DeSario on Freaks and Geeks and Harry Osborn in the Spiderman films.
ANSWER: James Franco

21.  At the beginning of this film, Kale’s father is killed in a car accident while driving home from a fishing trip; Kale hits his Spanish teacher after he made an insensitive remark about this situation, setting up the film’s central plotline.  Kale is placed under house arrest and, along with his friend played by Aaron Yoo, begin spying on Sarah Roemer’s character through her bedroom window and notice other strange goings on in the house next door.  FTP, this describes the plot of what 2007 film starring Shia Labeouf?
ANSWER: Disturbia

22.  The actor who portrayed him was actually a female named Honey Tree Evil Eye who died of kidney failure in 1993.  Urban legends held that he actually died of electrocution or from his parachute failing while filming a commercial wherein he was supposed to be skydiving.  Mothers Against Drunk Driving lobbied the FTC to remove all ads featuring him as he was clearly marketing alcohol and promiscuity to kids.  FTP, identify this advertising icon who hawked Bud Light in a famous 1987 Super Bowl ad.
ANSWER: Spuds McKenzie
  
23.  He has an uncle who lives in Tunisia for eleven months a year, then visits him once a year, bringing him a “creamy oh so thick and milky” shake.  Known as “Grosse Douceur” in Quebec and “Shaky” in Brazil, his name in the U.S. actually names his species, which consists of purple beings who enjoy dancing to drum-heavy music and constantly interjecting “duh!”  Unlike many of his counterparts, it is not immediately evident to viewers what type of food item he is to represent, and his role is primarily to serve as comic foil to Ronald McDonald.  FTP, identify this McDonaldland character.
ANSWER: Grimace 

24. Her 1977 novel “A Book of Common Prayer” tells of strife in the fictional Latin America country of Boca Grande, and her first novel was 1963’s “Run, River.” Known for nonfiction collections such as Slouching Towards Bethlehem and The White Album, her most recent work focused on dealing with her husband’s tragic death while her daughter was dying of pancreatitis. FTP, identify this author of The Year of Magical Thinking.
ANSWER: Joan Didion











BONUSES:

1. Identify these films released this summer FTPE:
A.  Robin Williams plays Reverend Frank, a marriage counselor, in this film that currently boasts an 8% Tomatometer rating on rottentomatoes.com
ANSWER: License to Wed
B. John Cusack stars in this Stephen King short story adaptation as an author seeking to disprove tales of horror involving a particular hotel room.
ANSWER: 1408
C.  Although released in Ireland in 2006, this film saw limited U.S. release in summer 2007.  It stars Glen Hansard of The Frames as a Dublin busker who woos a Czech flower girl played by Marketa Irglova.
ANSWER: Once

2. Given a list of songs, identify the country artist who performed them FTPE:
A. “Celebrity,” “Two People Fell in Love,” “Alcohol”
ANSWER: Brad Paisley
B. “Five Minutes,” “I Didn’t Know My Own Strength,” “My Favorite Things”
ANSWER: Lorrie Morgan
C. “Rough & Ready,” “Chrome,” “Honky Tonk Badonkadonk”
ANSWER: Trace Adkins

3.  Identify the region or “land” of Walt Disney World’s Magic Kingdom where you can find the following attractions, FTPE.
A. It’s A Small World, Peter Pan’s Flight, the Dumbo ride
ANSWER: Fantasyland
B. Country Bear Jamboree, Splash Mountain, the Walt Disney World Railroad Depot
ANSWER: Frontierland
C. The Cinderella Castle, the Exposition Hall, the “Partners” statue of Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse
ANSWER: Main Street, U.S.A.

4. The Milwaukee Brewers have been the surprise team of the 2007 baseball season.  FTPE:
A. Once the spokesman for McDonald’s Triple Cheeseburger, this son of a Blue Jays and Tigers star is the team’s current first baseman and its representative in this year’s Home Run Derby.
ANSWER: Prince Fielder
B. This outfielder who shares his name with an 80s pop star had a twenty-two game hit streak broken on July 7th.  He hit his first home run in his second major league game, in 2005.
ANSWER: Corey Hart
C. This former Red Sox pitcher and 2006 NLCS MVP left the Cardinals for the Brewers before the 2007 season, and holds an 8-8 record as of July 19th.
ANSWER: Jeff Suppan

5. FTPE identify these television programs that began as radio shows FTPE.
A. The radio version of this western aired from 1952-1961 and starred William Conrad as Matt Dillon.    The TV show it spawned is the longest running scripted series with continuing characters in American primetime history.
ANSWER: Gunsmoke
B. This sitcom aired on radio from 1949-1954 before enjoying a 14 season run on ABC-TV.  A classic family program featuring real life musicians playing themselves, son Ricky became a star in his own right through this series.
ANSWER: The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
C. The radio show has run continuously since 1983, while the TV show ran from 1996-2000.  Originating from a segment on another program called Ask a Surgeon, it featured a knowledgeable physician and a hip youngster answering questions pertinent to young people’s lives.
ANSWER: Loveline

6. Sure, everyone has deep knowledge of his roles in the “Ernest” films, but what do you know about the rest of Jim Varney’s filmography? FTPE:
A. Identify the character Varney voiced in Toy Story and Toy Story 2 whose spring mechanism comes in handy multiple times in each adventure.
ANSWER: Slinky Dog
B. Varney played Lothar Zogg in this film, the fourth and final in its series and a sequel to a film subtitled Knuckle Up.
ANSWER: 3 Ninjas: High Noon at Mega Mountain
C. Varney played Jackie’s boyfriend Prince Carlos on as few episodes of this popular 90s sitcom.
ANSWER: Roseanne

7.  FTPE, identify these Best Picture Academy Award winners of the 1960s FTPE.
A. In 1969, this X-rated film starring Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight won top honors at the Oscars.
ANSWER: Midnight Cowboy
B. In 1968, this G-rated film (the only one ever to win Best Picture) featured the songs “Food Glorious Food,” “Consider Yourself,” and “You’ve Got to Pick a Pocket or Two.”
ANSWER: Oliver!
C. This 1963 Best Picture winner based on a Henry Fielding novel starred Susannah York and Albert Finney and is notable for its frequent breaking of the fourth wall.
ANSWER: Tom Jones (This is the complete title of the movie.  The title of the book, “The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling,” is not acceptable)

8. Identify the following magazines that purport to feature music journalism, FTPE.
A.  More famous for steamy pictorials of female celebrities, this magazine that began in 1994 as the first digital magazine features a detailed review of a particular artist’s entire discography in each issue.
ANSWER: Blender
B. Founded by Bob Guccione, Jr., this main competitor to Rolling Stone debuted in 1985 and has featured contributions from Chuck Klosterman, Lydia Lunch, and Norman Mailer.
ANSWER: Spin
C. Named for the noise made when an electric guitar is smashed, this biggest music magazine in the U.K. focused on grunge throughout the 1990s but now sports an emo focus.
ANSWER: Kerrang!

9. Identify these television programs that premiered in summer 2007 FTPE.
A. This ABC show features an NBA star forcing six morbidly obese teens to exercise to the point of hospitalization.
ANSWER: Shaq’s Big Challenge
B. This FOX show hosted by Wayne Brady tests contestants’ singing and recall abilities.
ANSWER: Don’t Forget the Lyrics
C. This newest Celebreality show features a star of Happy Days trying to determine whether or not he can make a commitment to his girlfriend Renee.
ANSWER: Scott Baio is 45…and Single!

10. 2007’s Here And Now was this band’s first studio release since 1984.  FTPE:
A. Identify this folk-rock band who scored a number one hit in 1975 with “Sister Golden Hair.”  George Martin produced seven of their albums although their critical reputation remains slightly less than that of the Beatles’.
ANSWER: America
B. Originally titled “Desert Song,” this America song features the classic lyrics “The heat was hot” and “there were plants and birds and rocks and things.”
ANSWER: “A Horse with No Name”
C. Sampled by Janet Jackson on her 2001 hit “Someone to Call My Lover,” this America tune off of the album Homecoming tells of a young boy’s desire to head to California to see the titular road.
ANSWER: “Ventura Highway”

11.  It aired as part of TNBC from 1995-2000 and originally featured coach Bill Fuller adjusting to his new role as coach of the Deering Tornados.  FTPE:
A. Identify this Peter Engel-produced Saturday morning sitcom revolving around the goings on of a high school basketball team.
ANSWER: Hang Time!
B. Fuller was portrayed by this former UNLV star and current Sacramento Kings coach who played 14 seasons in the NBA for Chicago, Kansas City, Sacramento, Atlanta, Orlando and New Jersey.
ANSWER: Reggie Theus
C. The year after Hang Time! ended, this former Bears linebacker who played Mike Katowinski became the XFL’s Director of Competition.
ANSWER: Dick Butkus

12.  In honor of today being (a week after) Bastille Day, identify these French films that found success in the U.S. FTPE.
A.  Audrey Tautou (Too-TOE) starred as a waitress in this Academy Award nominee from 2001, perhaps the most famous French film in this country of the past decade.
ANSWER: The Fabulous Destiny of Amelie Poulain OR Le fabileux destin d’Amelie Poulain
B. This 1973 film dedicated to Lillian Gish is one of the most famous works of Francois Truffaut (True-FOE).  It chronicles the troubles of producing a film called Meet Pamela.
ANSWER: Day for Night OR La nuit Americane
C. The most recent French film to win an Academy Award for Best Foreign Film, this Regis Wargnier directed film tells the story of Camille, a wealthy girl from the titular region whose parents die when she is young.  Catherine Deneuve was Oscar-nominated for her role as Camille.
ANSWER: Indochine

13. Given a character from the TV show and movie M*A*S*H, identify the actor or actress who portrayed the character in each incarnation FFPE.
A. Father Mulcahy
ANSWER: Rene Auberjonois and William Christopher
B. “Trapper” John McIntyre
ANSWER: Elliott Gould and Wayne Rogers
C. Margaret “Hot Lips” O’Houlihan
ANSWER: Sally Kellerman and Loretta Swit

14.   Identify these coaches of the University of Alabama Crimson Tide football team FTPE.
A. This former Miami Dolphins and LSU coach was hired as the Tide’s newest coach in January 2007.
ANSWER: Nick Saban
B. He coached Alabama from 1990-1996, a tenure that included a 1992 national championship and several NCAA infractions for falsifying Antonio Langham’s eligibility.
ANSWER: Gene Stallings
C. He coached the team from 1932-1946 and is the second winningest coach in school history behind Bear Bryant.  He played quarterback for Knute Rockne from 1920-1922 and was George Gipp’s roommate.
ANSWER: Frank Thomas

15. Answer the following questions about the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority FTPE.
A.  This character, popularized in a Kingston Trio song, is the current MBTA mascot.  He lends his name to all passes and tickets currently issued at T stations.
ANSWER: Charlie
B. Along with Boylston station, this station is one of the two oldest subway stations in the country.  Located at the edge of Boston Common, it is the main transfer point between the Red Line and the Green Line.
ANSWER: Park Street Station
C. This Beacon Hill stop on the Blue Line is only open weekdays from 5:15AM to 6:30PM and shares its name with a Brunswick, Maine college.
ANSWER: Bowdoin Station

16. Given tracks, identify the Rolling Stones album FTPE:
A. “You Got the Silver,” “You Can’t Always Get What You Want,” “Gimme Shelter.”
ANSWER: Let it Bleed
B. “Sweet Virginia,” “Shine a Light,” “Rocks Off”
ANSWER: Exile on Main Street
C. “Laugh, I Nearly Died,” “Biggest Mistake,” “Rough Justice”
ANSWER: A Bigger Bang

17. For five points each, and a bonus five for all correct, identify each of the five hosts of the U.S. Version of Family Feud.
ANSWER: Richard Dawson, Ray Combs, Louie Anderson, Richard Karn, John O’Hurley

18. Named after the former majority owner of the Toronto Maple Leafs, the Conn Smythe trophy is awarded to the most valuable player in the Stanley Cup playoffs.  FTSNOP:
A. Two of the last four Smythe winners came from the Anaheim Ducks.  Identify them for five points each.
ANSWER: Jean-Sebastian Giguere and Scott Niedermayer
B. FTP, This former Montreal and Colorado goaltender has won the Smythe three times, more than any other player.
ANSWER: Patrick Roy (WAH)
C. FTP, Identify either goalie who won the Smythe trophy as a member of the Philadelphia Flyers.  The first won back-to-back Smythes in 1974 and 75, and the other won in 1987, a year the Flyers lost in the finals to Edmonton.
ANSWER: Bernie Parent OR Ron Hextall

19. Answer the following about the 2007 installment of the Nathan’s Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest FTPE:
A. This American broke a world record and defeated six-time defending champion Takeru Kobayashi by eating 66 hot dogs and buns at this year’s contest.
ANSWER: Joey “Jaws” Chestnutt
B. The female record of 39 hot dogs and buns was set by this American, nicknamed “The Black Widow.”
ANSWER: Sonia Thomas
C. This American would have finished second with 49 HDBs had Kobayashi’s “reversal” caused disqualification.  He is the shoo fly pie and corned beef eating champion of the world.
ANSWER: Patrick Bertoletti

20. Identify these hip-hop artists for ten points each.
A. This ex-member of Nappy Heads has had hits with “Buy U A Drank (Shawty Snappin’)” and “I’m in Luv (Wit a Stripper).”
ANSWER: T-Pain
B. This young rapper had a sudden hit in June 2007 with his album 51/50 Ratchet and single “A Bay Bay.”
ANSWER: Hurricane Chris
C. His real name is Hakeem Sariki, he has released three volumes of his Mixtape Messiah series and he was awarded a Grammy in 2007 for his song “Ridin’.”
ANSWER: Chamillionaire

21.  30-20-10-5, identify the actor from roles.
[30] Elliot Hoover in Audrey Rose, Jack Lewis in Shadowlands 
[20] William Parrish in Meet Joe Black, Ted Crawford in Fracture
[10] The title characters in Titus Andronicus and Nixon
[5] Hannibal Lecter in The Silence of the Lambs
ANSWER: Anthony Hopkins

22. The Boston Celtics won nine of the ten NBA titles awarded in the 1960s.  Identify these players from those teams FTPE:
A. This center and later player-coach for the Celtics was the franchise’s cornerstone during the 1960s.  He won five NBA MVP awards and is one of only two players to grab over fifty rebounds in a single game.
ANSWER: Bill Russell
B. The current color commentator for Celtics games on Fox Sports New England, this forward who had his number 15 retired by the Celtics in 1966 won Coach of the Year for leading the C’s to a 68-14 record in 1972-73.
ANSWER: Tommy Heinsohn
C. His nickname was retired by the Celtics after his retirement in 1964.  He brought toughness and defensive prowess to the early Celtics championship teams.
ANSWER: Jim Loscutoff OR “Loscy”

23.  Given villains that have never appeared in a movie, identify the superhero whom they primarily fight FTPE.
A. Deadshot, Killer Croc, Black Mask
ANSWER: Batman
B. The Kingpin, Vulture, Mysterio
ANSWER: Spiderman
C. Fiddler, Heat Wave, Captain Cold
ANSWER: The Flash

24. Answer some questions about a popular way for college kids to steal media FTPE.
A. This peer-to-peer file sharing protocol was created by Bram Cohen in 2001.  Files are shared through it by being split into millions of less than 1 MB particles that can be downloaded from several peers at once.
ANSWER: BitTorrent
B. This prominent torrent sharing web site based in Sweden has actually spawned its own political party and its servers were the victim of a highly publicized police raid in May 2006.
ANSWER: The Pirate Bay
C. This website created to allow fans of jam bands download live shows from each other is officially aligned with BitTorrent, Inc.
ANSWER:  etree.org



